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CASE STUDY

PBS AND ONE2MANY ENSURE
LIFE-SAVING WIRELESS
EMERGENCY ALERTS ARE
DELIVERED USING SATELLITE AND
TERRESTRIAL BROADCAST
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CLIENT
Each month, PBS, the Public Broadcasting Service
in the USA reaches over 120 million people through
television and 26 million people online. Inviting them
to explore the worlds of science, history, culture,
great literature, and public affairs through PBS‘
trusted content.

The U.S. Congress‘s act established the Wireless
Emergency Alert (WEA) system in 2006 (the
WARN Act). It‘s a voluntary system that would
allow cellular phone companies to notify their
subscribers of imminent threats to life or property.
Because of the WARN Act and subsequent Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) rulings,
every television station in the country with a noncommercial Educational license is required, by law,
to send the same messages from the Government.
Their role is to act as a “hardened, redundant” backup path for the cellular companies‘ connection to the
alerts.
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PBS is a private, nonprofit corporation, founded in
1969. PBS is a membership organization whose
members are America‘s public T.V. stations. These
non-commercial, educational licensees operate
nearly 330 PBS member stations and serve all 50
states, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, and
American Samoa. For 17 consecutive years, a US
national study has rated PBS as the most-trusted
institution in America.

Since 2014, every public television station in
the USA has used PBS WARN to broadcast
WEA messages from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA).

■P
 BS WARN
PBS is a household name in television broadcasting.
Yet, people may not know that PBS and its member
stations regularly use their television broadcast to
send life-saving alerts. PBS‘ Warning, Alert, and
Response Network (WARN) is a grant-funded public
safety initiative, managed by PBS for the benefit of
its member stations.
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AIM
The aim of the project was twofold. Firstly, to ensure
that PBS was compliant to the 2016 FCC rules to
update and strengthen the WEA messages by the
May 2019 deadline. The revised rules included:
■

Increase the maximum length of WEA messages
(from 90 to 360 characters) for 4G LTE and future
networks;
 equire participating wireless providers to
R
support inclusion of embedded phone numbers
and URLs in all WEA. alerts;

■

 equire participating wireless providers to
R
deliver the alerts to more specifically targeted
geographic areas to avoid ”over-alerting“;

■

 reate a new class of alerts (“Public Safety
C
Messages”) to convey essential, recommended
actions that can save lives or property (e.g.,
emergency shelter locations or a boil water
order);

 equire participating wireless providers to
R
support the transmission of Spanish-language
alerts; and

■

 ake it easier for state and local authorities
M
to test WEA, train personnel, and raise public
awareness about the service.

The new rules, collectively known as WEA 2.0,
were the catalyst for the project‘s second aim. This
involved PBS issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP)
to source a higher quality solution and replace
the existing vendor of their Commercial Mobile
Service Provider (CMSP) Gateway. The new CMSP
solution had to ensure PBS‘ adherence to WEA 2.0.
But it also had to be future proof to easily handle
subsequently updated FCC rules and be simple to
use for their member station stakeholders.
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■
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SELECTION PROCESS
PBS had a clear vision of the type of vendor that
they wanted. Firstly, the new CMSP vendor had
to have a robust, proven solution. Secondly, the
organization also had to continually demonstrate
a thought leadership commitment in both the
Telecommunication and Public Warning domains.

Following the strict rules and formal process for
a Government funded tender, PBS embarked on
the journey to find a new CMSP vendor. The PBS
team issued the extensive RFP to 20 vendors. All
responses were then subject to a rigorous review
and evaluation based on ten category criteria. In
addition to the response, the selection process
included assessing the organization itself, its
support capability to meet the stringent Service
Level Agreement, and contacting several customer
references.

It was one2many‘s active participation in standards
bodies had initially drawn PBS‘ attention. During the
course of the selection process, PBS recognized
that one2many had a partner attitude and had a
strong, positive reputation. The RFP evaluation
team acknowledged that one2many had a keen
appreciation of the training requirements and that
their commitment to the product capabilities set the
company apart.

PBS‘ main objectives for the replacement
CMSP were:
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■

 he solution must be deployed on-premise at
T
their primary and back-up locations, offering full
site redundancy and be geo-redundant

■

 lthough on-premise, the vendor‘s experts
A
must be able to monitor the solution to provide
dependable and responsive support, in line with
SLA.

■

 he functionality should be ‛off-the-shelf‘ from
T
existing capabilities and product roadmap with
minimal specific customization.

■

 he solution must be intuitive and user-friendly
T
for non-telecommunication professionals to
operate daily.

Dana Golub, Vice President of Programs
Management at PBS, commented: “PBS WARN
plays a pivotal role in ensuring public safety through
life-saving emergency communication. For such a
critical system, it was important for us to work with
the experts. Not only do one2many have a proven
track record globally, but they are also leading the
definition of industry standards in this field. When
you combine that with their high available and
geo-redundant solution, one2many was a natural
choice.”
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SOLUTION
the delivery of potential life-saving alerts even
more precisely by using the mobile device’s actual
location. In addition to offering extensive Common
Alerting Protocol (CAP) support, the CMSP Gateway
has a dual capability to receive a Commercial
Mobile Alert for C Interface (CMAC) message. Either
from the Federal Alert Gateway via the C-interface
or over-the-air via the C-1 interface, which ensures
the necessary redundancy to provide continuity of
emergency alerts.

The FEMA certified solution enables PBS WARN to
provide a diverse, redundant path between FEMA
and cellular service providers.
one2many’s CMSP Gateway enables PBS to utilize
its TV broadcast infrastructure as a carrier for WEA
messages. The CMSP Gateway’s functionality
allows PBS to meet and go beyond the requirements
of WEA, version 2.0, as well as the enhanced
WEA 3.0, including the new specification of devicebased geofencing. This new specification enables
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IMPLEMENTATION STAGES
PBS WARN is the critical back-up link between
FEMA and the cellular service providers. Suppose
there is a cybersecurity incident or internet
disruption. In that case, the CMSP Gateway‘s
satellite distribution and terrestrial broadcast ensure
that emergency alerts are available to all cellular
service providers throughout the United States.
Getting the implementation right for this alwayson back-up path, Public Warning Solution was
paramount.

■

 nce the one2many deployed the CMSP
O
solution on the PBS testbed, an extensive User
Acceptance Testing (UAT) followed.

■

 pon successfully completing the rigorous UAT
U
plan, the project team rolled out the solution to
the Primary and Back-up systems in both the
main and geo-redundant locations.

■

 he final stage was the certification of the CMSP
T
solution by FEMA.

There were six implementation stages.

It took just over 10 months from contract signing
to final acceptance of the CMSP solution and
deployment to all the PBS locations.

■

 he initial stage involved agreeing the Runtime
T
Platform specification. one2many sourced and
provided all the necessary hardware for this
turnkey solution.

■

In parallel, the software development stage
was underway. One of the few customization
elements of the project was required to bridge the
Telecommunication and Broadcast environments.
A new interface for the video broadcasting to
satellite link had to be developed by one2many
for the emergency alerts.

■

 he network design phase followed, which
T
involved identifying and mapping all the
IP schemas, agreeing on the rack layout,
connecting with FEMA, etc. for the main and
back up locations.

Sean Wallace, PBS WARN Engineering Lead,
commented that what was refreshing about working
with one2many was “the company and team have
a great personality. The team was diligent and
proactive with their updates. With one2many, I had
the confidence that when I delegated tasks, issues,
or questions, they would provide the input without
having to be prompted.”
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RESULTS
Serving as a redundant pathway for FEMA‘s WEA
messages, PBS WARN delivers the emergency
notifications via free, over-the-air digital TV signals
by its PBS members stations. With between 500
– 1,500 emergency notifications being sent each
month, when it comes to Public Warning Systems,
there is no room for error.

Peter Scott, PBS WARN Project Manager, observed
that the one2many customer service is very high.
The standout result of the project for him was that
“PBS was the first operator to have their WEA 2.0
solution ready. In fact, the project finished before
FEMA had their WEA 2.0 certification process in
place.”

Several factors contributed to PBS deeming
this project a success. They include
The integration was clean from start to finish

■

There has been continual uptime of the solution

■

 BS has received no complaints from their many
P
stakeholders

■

one2many meet their SLA 100%
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